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Abstract

The arrest and detention of Carlos Ghosn attracted global attention to Japan’s treatment of criminal suspects, often described as “hostage justice.” Police and prosecutors easily obtain lengthy detentions of criminal suspects prior to filing formal charges during which time attorneys are prohibited from attending interrogations of their clients. Most suspects confess during these interrogations. Although these conditions remain largely in place, the situation is not static. In fact, over the past decade or so, the number of suspects released from detention who have not confessed has significantly increased. This result has been achieved even though basic provisions of criminal procedure laws have not changed. Instead, earlier access to defense counsel and more proactive work by counsel in challenging prosecutors’ detention requests have made the difference. Today attorneys file more appeals to detention requests and courts grant those requests more frequently, meaning that more suspects are released from custody before trial. In some cases, prosecutors drop charges altogether.

The attorneys’ campaign is having a meaningful effect on the lives of many individuals caught up in Japan’s criminal justice system. Attorneys say that suspects are often detained on relatively trivial charges and detention serves no real purpose. In such cases, the most feared penalty is not issued by a court, but by the suspects’ employers. Lengthy detentions can lead to loss of jobs, causing serious damage to the lives of suspects and their families.

The attorneys who lead this campaign say their goal is “ishiki kaikaku,” a revolution in the consciousness of Japan’s judges. This article describes the evolution in access to legal counsel during the pretrial interrogation stage and results achieved so far by the attorneys’ efforts to fight the heavy use of pretrial detention and the prohibition on attorney presence in police interrogation rooms.

The Right to Counsel in Japan

The 1947 Constitution introduced the adversary system of justice to Japan. Defense counsel formally achieved equal status with prosecutors for the first time. Since then, the powers of the police and prosecutors on one hand, and the role of defense counsel, on the other, have been under dispute.

Constitution Article 37 unambiguously requires the state to provide legal counsel to criminal defendants unable to hire their own. The state fulfills this duty through a Court Appointed Attorney system (kokusen bengo seido), in which attorneys designated in specific cases are paid from public funds. The compensation schedule was fixed by the courts until 2006 when the Japan Legal Services Center (see below) took over representation in these cases. As shown in Figure 1, nearly all criminal defendants, including indigent defendants, have long been represented by legal counsel after indictment due to this constitutional requirement.
The situation has been completely different for suspects held in detention but not formally charged. Constitution Article 34 provides a right to counsel after arrest and prior to indictment, but does not compel the state to pay attorney fees during this period. As a result, for many years most suspects were without legal counsel during the critical pre-indictment phase when police and prosecutors detain and interrogate them. Most suspects confess during these interrogations, effectively sealing their fate when their cases come to trial.

The first step in building a system that would adequately protect the rights of criminal suspects was to provide access to legal counsel at an early stage after arrest and prior to indictment. As described below, attorneys began to seriously address this problem in the 1990s.

The “Duty Attorney” System

Prior to 1990, suspects unable to hire their own attorneys rarely had legal representation during the pretrial stage. There was a breakthrough that year when the Oita and Fukuoka prefectural bar associations began to offer a pro bono service to persons under arrest. They called this the “Duty Attorney” (DA, tōban bengoshi) system. Under this scheme, bar associations dispatch attorneys after receiving requests from arrested suspects, family members, or others acting on their behalf, including custodial officers. The first interview is free. If suspects choose to retain the DA lawyer, then they are responsible to pay attorney fees. In recent years, the number of suspects who request DA attorneys has steadily increased. These suspects choose to retain DA attorneys in approximately half of the cases. Figure 2 shows the trend in recent years. Moreover, suspects are requesting them at an earlier stage. In 2007, only 20% of requests to meet Duty Attorneys were made prior to indictment. This number gradually increased over the following decade. By 2017, it had reached 78%.

The example set by the two bar associations was quickly followed by others. By 1992, all local bar associations had begun similar operations. Some created special dispatching schemes for specific cases such as murder and serious felony cases that did not require requests from the suspect. Without government support, however, funding was always an issue. For the system to survive and grow, a stable source of funding would have to be found.
by the Japan Federation of Bar Associations (JFBA) in 1952 to provide financial support for legal services to indigent clients. In 1990, the Association began to provide financial aid for defense expenses for suspects unable to pay on their own. The source of these funds has been membership fees and surcharges on members of the JFBA and local bar associations. Funding has always been a difficult issue and in an attempt to cover chronic budget shortages, the JFBA established an emergency fund to provide additional support in 1995. Eventually, the Japan Legal Aid Association was dissolved, but the bar associations have continued to provide funding. In June 2009, the JFBA launched a new fund for this purpose called the "Fund for Juvenile and Criminal Defense." All of these funds are ultimately paid by member attorneys through bar membership fees and monthly surcharges.

The Duty Attorney system funded by the bar associations was the sole program devoted to providing legal counsel to indigent criminal suspects until government-funded resources were made available in accordance with proposals in the historic report of the Judicial System Reform Council issued in June, 2001. The JLSC offers a wide range of services in civil and criminal matters. It took over operation of the Court Appointed Attorney system (kokusen bengo seido) for post-indictment assignments in 2006 and today also provides legal representation in many pre-indictment cases.

One of the major innovations that arose from the call for judicial reform was the creation of a new system of lay judge trials (saiban’in saiban) for serious criminal cases. When this system was launched in 2009 the JLSC began to provide legal assistance for criminal suspects in those cases prior to indictment. JLSC representation of suspects was also expanded in 2009 to include all cases where the assistance of defense counsel at trial is mandatory. The scope was further expanded as of June 2018 to cover all cases where a detention warrant has been issued to a suspect.

**Continued Importance of the Duty Attorney System**

The JLSC does not cover all cases. This is especially true immediately after arrest. JLSC attorneys are appointed after detention and suspects can be held in police custody for up to 72 hours before meeting JLSC attorneys.

Despite the work of the JLSC, the Duty Attorney system continues to be extremely important and its popularity is growing. As shown in Figure 2, the number of cases in which suspects request meetings with DA attorneys has steadily risen since 2011, reaching more than 50,000 in 2017. This covers approximately half of all detentions. Figure 2 also shows that about half of these suspects choose to retain DA attorneys. (In other cases, suspects may shift from DA attorneys to government-funded representation by JLSC attorneys.)

Because the DA scheme is operated by bar
associations rather than the government, funding continues to be an ongoing challenge. In recent years, the percentage of Duty Attorney cases supported by bar association funding has continuously increased, going from less than 14% in 2009 to more than 35% in 2017.

**Attorneys Fight to Gain Access to the Interrogation Room**

Creation of the Duty Attorney system was a vital step in the campaign to improve access to legal counsel, but problems remained. For example, when attorneys arrived at police stations their requests to meet with clients were sometimes denied. The legal foundation for such denials is found in Article 39 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, which authorizes investigators and prosecutors to restrict the right to confer with counsel "when it is necessary for investigation." This practice is called “designated meetings with defense counsel” (*sekken shitei seido*).  

Attorneys filed suits challenging these denials and the constitutionality of Code of Criminal Procedure Article 39, arguing that the unbounded discretion exercised by police to deny attorney visits violated the constitutional protection for the right to counsel. The Court noted that both the state’s power to investigate and the right of a suspect to consult with legal counsel are protected by the Constitution. In a ruling issued on March 24, 1999, the Supreme Court rejected the constitutional challenge. In key language, the Court declared that

> In order to exercise investigative power, there may be instances where it is necessary to hold the suspect in custody and interrogate the suspect. The Constitution does not deny such interrogations, and therefore, a reasonable balance must be struck between the exercise of the right to consult and communicate with the defense counsel and the exercise of investigative power. It should be acknowledged that Article 34 of the Constitution does not deny the possibility of enacting a provision which strikes such a balance by law, provided that the goal of the Constitution to guarantee opportunities for suspects in custody to be assisted by the defense counsel is not harmed in a substantial way.

Thus, the Court ruled Article 39 and the designated meeting system constitutional. Despite this loss, the attorneys remained undaunted.

Japan’s courts are divided into separate civil and criminal divisions and judges tend to specialize and spend most of their careers in either civil or criminal courts. During the period from 1985 through 2007, attorneys filed nearly fifty suits in civil courts around the country seeking compensation for financial injury suffered because they were denied the opportunity to communicate and provide effective support for clients. By filing suits in civil courts, attorneys sought to escape rulings in criminal courts, where they saw little hope of success. In the words of one of the leaders of this movement, “Criminal court judges issue rulings based on established practice. Civil court judges don’t know the established practice in criminal cases, so they have to rule based on the law.” The attorneys believe the law is on their side.

Although the designated meeting system continued with the approval of the Supreme Court, civil courts nonetheless awarded compensation to attorneys in many of these cases. When government attorneys appealed these awards to the Supreme Court, they were
disappointed to find the Court confirming the civil court judgments and stressing the importance of early access to legal counsel.\textsuperscript{23}

The pressure of repeated judgments in favor of the attorneys inevitably led to relaxation in the use of the “designated meeting” system to deny attorney access to suspects in detention, resulting in more frequent and lengthier consultations with legal counsel at an early stage of their confinement.

This reform was achieved not by legislative action or by courts ruling directly on issues of criminal procedure, but instead by the initiative and creativity of attorneys themselves in their long-term campaign to provide better legal assistance to persons accused of crime. Ironically, they achieved progress in criminal procedure by avoiding the criminal courts.

**Impact of the Campaign**

As explained above, access to legal counsel by persons under arrest has continuously expanded over the past two decades. In this section we will introduce some key indicators that suggest the campaign is having a significant impact.

The central complaint of critics who label Japan’s system “hostage justice” is that detainees are faced with a choice between confession and continued detention. In other words, they say that *confession is a condition of pre-trial release and nearly all suspects confess as a result.*\textsuperscript{24}

In Japan’s criminal justice system, prosecutors have the sole authority to request that suspects be detained and courts have the sole authority to approve or reject these requests. In the past, courts approved nearly all requests and rejected nearly all challenges by defense counsel. According to JFBA data, during the period from 1990 through 2007 fewer than one percent of challenges to prosecutors’ detention requests were granted.\textsuperscript{25}

Recent data shows a significant decline in detentions. This decline is primarily the result of the proactive stance of defense attorneys who challenge court detention orders more frequently and of judges who are more willing to recognize those challenges and release suspects from detention.

The first important metric shows the courts’ responses to prosecutors’ detention requests. In 2010, prosecutors sought detention orders for 114,567 suspects. Courts approved 98.9% of the requests, ordering release of only 1,237 persons. Since then, judicial resistance to detention requests has steadily increased. In 2018, prosecutors filed detention requests for 95,079 suspects. Courts approved 95.1%, ordering release of the remaining 4,888 suspects, nearly four times the number released ten years earlier.\textsuperscript{26}

In cases where courts grant prosecutors’ requests, defense attorneys can file oppositions. Whereas initial detention decisions are typically decided by a single judge, these defense challenges must be decided by a three-judge panel, thus opening the door to more thorough scrutiny of prosecutors’ requests. In years past, attorneys rarely made such challenges, but over the past decade the number has dramatically increased. Between 2008 and 2018, the number of defense challenges to detention more than doubled, rising from 4,706 to 13,263. The rate of approval has remained roughly the same at approximately 20%, so the number of individuals released over the ten-year period rose from 1,005 in 2008 to 2,541 in 2018.\textsuperscript{27}

The change in the attitudes of the attorneys and courts appears to have affected prosecutors as well. They joined the trend to reduce the heavy use of pre-trial detention by more frequently releasing suspects without prosecution. In 2008, prosecutors declined to
file charges in 26.5% of cases. By 2018, the percentage had risen to 37.2%. More than 33,000 suspects were released by prosecutors’ decisions to drop their cases that year. If prosecutors had acted at the 2008 rate, more than 3,000 additional persons would have gone to trial.

Whether by action of the prosecutors or the judges, the bottom line is that many more detainees are released prior to indictment. Many observers suggest that the primary reason for this result is attorney activism, in particular, suspects’ improved access to defense counsel prior to indictment.

Expectations for the Future

Attorneys and bar associations are continuing their campaigns to expand the right to counsel and to gain freedom for their clients. Progress has been understandably slow, but steady. If the Diet passed groundbreaking legislation or the Supreme Court issued a landmark judgment, change could be very rapid. But this has not happened. Instead, change has been bottom-up, the result of advocacy in individual cases and the willingness of lower court judges to impose tighter requirements to keep people in jail before trial. The attorneys’ campaign is targeted at these judges and the objective is nothing less than a “revolution in consciousness” (ishiki kaikaku) among them.

As noted above, the Supreme Court has approved civil awards for compensation in cases where attorneys were denied visits with detained clients. However, the Court has not produced rulings that directly reform criminal procedure.

Poor legal protections for criminal suspects in Japan are largely the result of Supreme Court decisions. Anyone who simply reads Japan’s Constitution gets the strong impression that Japan provides robust protections for the rights of persons under arrest. Constitution Articles 31 through 40 declare many important protections, including rights to the due process of law, to a speedy and public trial, to remain silent, and others. However, Japan’s Supreme Court has refused to take an expansive view of these provisions in a manner that would protect individuals held by the police.

In this article, we have focused on the right to counsel protected by Constitution Articles 34 and 37. As we have seen, despite constitutional language that guarantees a right to counsel, the Supreme Court has nonetheless approved prosecutors’ use of the “designated meeting system” to limit access to counsel. Moreover, the Court has tolerated the practice of barring defense counsel from interrogation rooms.

Another Supreme Court precedent that sharply impacts persons under arrest concerns the right to remain silent, protected by Constitution Article 38. Instead of ruling that when a suspect invokes this right police and prosecutors’ interrogations must cease, instead the Court ruled that interrogations may continue unimpeded. As interrogations continue, often for many hours per day, suspects are denied the presence of legal counsel at their side.

Unfortunately, at present there is little reason to expect a change in the attitude of the Supreme Court toward these issues. But the attorneys’ bottom-up strategy is achieving results and they have vowed to continue their campaign.

Many local bar associations have started programs to support members who challenge pre-trial detentions. For example, in Kyushu and Okinawa (courts under the jurisdiction of the Fukuoka High Court), during the period from June through August 2019, attorneys challenged detention requests in 250 cases. Suspects were released from police custody in 98 of the cases. Similar campaigns have been launched in Kanagawa, Aichi, and elsewhere. In Aichi’s case, the prefectural bar association
actually provides small financial grants to attorneys who file these challenges. (The amount of the stipend is 10,000 yen per case. The bar association’s goal was to support 800 cases within a three-month period.)

As the bottom-up strategy continues in trial courts around Japan, at the national level the JFBA has launched a new campaign addressed to another fundamental aspect of the right to counsel: the presence of defense counsel during interrogations. In demanding this reform, JFBA leaders seek to emulate their success in the related issue of video recording interrogations. The JFBA achieved partial success when video recording was required regarding interrogations related to lay judge trials, which are required in cases of homicide, robbery resulting in serious injury or death, arson, and other serious crimes.

Persistent lobbying by the JFBA was the primary force behind this reform. The JFBA’s work, supported by the news media and public opinion, led to a report recommending video recording in a limited range of cases by the Legislative Council (hōseishingikai), an important advisory body to the Ministry of Justice, in 2014. The Ministry drafted legislation based on the Council’s report which was submitted to the Diet and passed on June 3, 2016. Mandatory recording commenced on June 1st, 2019.

Although broad public interest in reform was sparked by disclosure of a prosecutor’s evidence tampering in the heavily reported Muraki case, there is no doubt that without the JFBA’s longstanding campaign, the Legislative Council would not have adopted the idea.

The right to presence of counsel during interrogations is even more fundamental than video recording. As described above, the attorneys’ efforts to gain constitutional recognition of this right were rejected by the Supreme Court in 1999. In its campaign launched in 2019, the JFBA focuses on Diet legislation rather than the courts. Advocates hope that the process that led to the video recording requirement will serve as a model for future legislation to require attorneys to be present during interrogations.

Final Comment

Japan’s Supreme Court has generally refused to interpret constitutional provisions in a manner beneficial to persons accused of crime. Lengthy detentions with minimal access to counsel have been the result. On the other hand, the attorneys’ zealous advocacy in the day-to-day work of representing individual suspects before lower courts has achieved meaningful change in recent years. If the attorneys succeed in their new campaign to require the presence of counsel in the interrogation room, this will be an even greater victory in the cause of justice for persons accused of crime.
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